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Hello Friends, 

Do you have a soul?...... Do you have a soul?                                                                                                                     
You know, that very special spiritual feeling for personal emotions and mystic 
senses? 

Because you need your soul to fully understand my story about the Afghan 
Hound kennel of the ‘van de Oranje Manege’ and breeder Eta Pauptit (11th of   
December 1913 - 16th of January 2008).  

 

That story is unique and full of special moments, extraordinary events and 
unusual happenings. So be aware and enjoy an interesting lecture.  

And with a kindly gimmick to start with a smile….!!!!  
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a newspaper gimmick 

But first of all I would like to express my gratitude to the organising committee 
for inviting me here as a lecturer on this special event. It’s needless to say that 
I’m very honoured by this invitation. I also find it important to have the 
possibility to emphasize the history of the ‘van de Oranje Manege’ kennel and 

Eta Pauptit with Barukhzy’s Khan 

the value of the breeder Eta Pauptit for her special role in the history of the 
Afghan Hounds in the Netherlands.  One needs to conclude that the ‘van de 
Oranje Manege’ kennel initiated the advancement of the breed in the 
Netherlands and that the vdOM Afghan Hounds have been of great influence in 
the development of the breed, also in other countries and not only within Europe 
but also overseas. Eta Pauptit brought in her ‘van de Oranje Manege’-line more 
quality and uniformity in the breed than ever before was given in the 
Netherlands or abroad because she linked closely up on the famous Sirdar of 
Ghazni, who was imported in England out of Afghanistan in 1925. 

The influence of Eta in the scene of the Afghan Hound made someone once to 
write a romantic poem about her. That poem goes as follows: 
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This story is like a fairy tale                                                                                           
in which ‘once upon a time’                                                                                                           

there lived in a country,                                                                                                 
far away in the midst of Asia                                                                                       

wild hairy dogs, high up in the mountains. 

There, during wartime,                                                                                                        
warriors captured some of these animals                                                                                          

and took them home                                                                                                                            
to the civilised western world. 

They came in hands                                                                                                                       
of a witch woman                                                                                                                                           

who changed them in beautiful, splendid                                                                                       
and reliable Afghan Hounds. 

She made out of them                                                                                                     
loving companions                                                                                                                  

wanted all over the world. 

This witch woman is Eta Pauptit                                                                                                         
and my fairy tale is the story                                                                                                

of her kennel ‘van de Oranje Manege’. 

 

The start of the kennel ‘van de Oranje Manege’. 

We are in the beginning of the 1900 years as a children’s life starts. Eta Pauptit 
is born in 1913 and a remarkable story is to begin. It shall be a sporting life. 

That sporting live of Eta Pauptit made a start in the manege for horses owned by 
her parents and situated in the well-known and rather exclusive Dutch beach 
town of Scheveningen. 

There, in the years before World War II, the elite of horse-owners brought their 
horses during their holidays near the Dutch beach to the manege for caring and 
grooming. Among them also the queen of Holland. The queen, with her family 
name of ‘van Oranje’ give also her name to the manege. 

In 1940 the kennel name ‘van de Oranje Manege’ was officialy registered with 
the name of the owner as the ‘NV Oranje Manege’. Later, in 1948 and after Eta 
Pauptit had taken over the ownership of the manege, Eta Pauptit was registered 
as the new owner and breeder. 

In her early years Eta, as a young woman, was a real horse-woman and fond of 
the hippic sport with jumping horses.  
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 Jumping training Eta Pauptit 

She even was in those years a  member of the Olympique hippic youth team and 
trained with her horse on the beaches of Scheveningen. There she met a fellow 
horse-rider who was accompanied by a slender and elegant sighthound, a 
Sloughi, and she wanted a puppy of that breed herself. However, at that time no 
Sloughi litters to get a puppy from, were available. At the end she came in 
contact with the breeder of  Saluki-sighthounds, Mrs. Jüngeling-v.d.Berg, and 
from her she got her first sighthound, the Saluki-male Barukhzy’s Shammar. 

  
Eta Pauptit with the Saluki male Barukhzy’s Shammar (right)                           
and the Afghan male Barukhzy’s Khan (left). 

It must have been also in this years of training for the Olympic team that she got 
in contact with the commander of the Dutch Military Riding school for horses, 
the Colonel Van Reede. 
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 Eta and Colonel Van Reede.  

In later years he became the partner of Eta in her live. With her he lived during  
World War II and some years after, in a little cottage in the village of 
Tiendeveen  near the town of Hoogeveen in the north of Holland. 

 cottage in Tiendeveen 

After the war and when she must misses her partner in live, she moved to a new 
more convenient bungalow in Epe, a village in the beautiful landscape scenery 
in the midst of the country, where she had also more space for her 10 or even 
more Afghans to roam around  
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Group of vdOM-Afghans in the kennel in Epe 

 Eta shows her Afghans 

 

Eta’s first litter 

Eta’s contact with Mrs. Jüngeling, who also bred Afghan Hounds, brought her to 
know the Afghan Hound and in 1931 she finally got her first Afghan Hound as a  
birthday present from her father.  

That was the gold coloured Afghan Hound male Barukhzy’s Khan bred by Mrs. 
Jüngeling’s son Han Jüngeling.   

  Barukhzy’s Khan  

 Khan, born on October 5th 1930, was a pure bred mountain type Afghan 
out of the combination of the in the Netherlands by Mrs. Jüngeling from  
England imported male Baber of Baberbagh and female Shahib of 
Wahsdarb.  
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 Head of Barukhzy’s Khan 

Baber and Shahib were bred in England and had each the same in 1923 out of 
Afghanistan imported father dog, the famous Sirdar of Ghazni.    

 Sirdar of Ghazni 

And it was Khan who became Eta’s founder of her kennel for the pure mountain 
type Afghan and had his blood direct or indirect in her first litters. 

Eta herself imported in 1937 from Ireland the black-and-tan coloured female 
Aruna of Enriallic  who was mainly of Ghazni blood and born on February 23rd 
1937. Breeder was the well-known Mr. Cronin. 

 Aruna of Enriallic 

Eta’s started her breeding on Oktober 14th 1938 with a litter out of the 
combination Barukhzy’s Khan and Aruna of Enriallic which brought her 4 
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male pups and 7 female pups. She repeated this combination again in 1942 
in her second litter. 

Her last litter was in 1971 with the combination of Lakyan vdOM and Katta 
vdOM which brought her 3 male pups and 3 female pups. 

 

The Breeding 

During 33 years of breeding between 1938 and 1971 Eta had a total of  65 
litters with a total of 413 pups.                                                                                      

Besides that, and something that is not so very well-known, Eta bred a number 
of 12 litters Saluki’s in the time period between 1948 and 1961 and a number of 
26 litters Shih-Tzu’s in the time period between 1962 and 1970. This breeding 
of Saluki’s and Shih-Tzu’s however falls outside the scope of this story so will 
not be mentioned any further. 

In the period of 33 years Afghan Hound breeding with a total of 65 litters, Eta 
bred 5 times the same combination of father and mother. And she used regularly 
a same male for a second time, as a father of a litter with another female.                                                                                                                

However there were 2 males she used more times as a father of a litter. So was 
there Achmed Sjach vdOM  which she used even 10 times in a period of 5 years 
during World War II between 1941 and 1946. 

 Achmed Sjach van de Oranje Manege  

That she used Achmed Sjach so many times was in fact a must because there 
were no real quality males available to use for breeding during the time of the 
war and Achmed  proved again and again with continually other females that his 
offspring was the best.  
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 Achmed Sjach 

Achmed was born on October 14th 1938 out of the first litter of Eta with 
father Barukhzy’s Khan and mother Aruna of Enriallic. He was a 
descendent of the famous red coloured Sirdar of Ghazni, born in 1923 in the 
kennels of  king Amanullah of Afghanistan. He came as a gift from the king 
in hands of the English major Amps who was in that time a significant 
Ambassador at the British Embassy in Kabul. Sirdar appeared to be a very 
prepotent heir with excellent breeding quality and carried, as later showed, 
the so characteristic colours and colour-patterns of the Afghan breed.  

Eta bred in the beginning of her kennel sometimes with inbreeding combinations 
due to lack of sufficient reliable quality females but based her bloodlines later 
on a broader basis by using various females and a number of ‘strange’ Afghans 
as outcrosses.  

She choose the way of severe selection in her pups out of the combination of 
Afghans of different pedigree to create a consequent phenotype to made the 
genotype uniform. 

Eta has piloted in significant way the mountain type Afghans safely through 
World War II and many years thereafter and knew to maintain for many 
decennia the breed on a high quality level.  

She have had an important influence on the development of the breed in many 
places of the world. Her quality of Afghans was recognised by many breeders 
and judges abroad. During the period 1940 - 1970 her Afghans went to many 
various countries all over the world and became the ancestors of new bloodlines 
in important kennels. 

Many of the Afghans Eta produced, appeared to be the top of the Afghans in her 
time, gaining Dutch and other national Championships and a number of titles 
and winning also in performance on the sighthound racetracks in various 
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countries. And many times the offspring of Eta’s Afghans, in hands of new 
owners, brought successful performances, as well in beauty as in racing.  

Eta brought with her vdOM-line more unity in type than ever before in the 
Netherlands or abroad was done. She improved the quality of the breed 
because she linked as much as possible to the original Sirdar of Ghazni who 
was a direct imported male from the kennels of the king of Afghanistan. 

National as well as international, she was general accepted as highly expert for 
the Afghan Hound. 

She frequented not only intensive dog shows national and international but 
participated very regularly in sighthound racing. Her Afghans excelled as well in 
beauty as in performance. 

 

New blood 

Already during her youth, living with her parents in their manege and in close 
contact with horse breeding, Eta learned the value of bringing new blood in a 
breeders line to keep livestock strong and healthy.                                      

So she did also in her own dog line. During the 33 years of her breeding time 
she used a few times a new Afghan from outside her own kennel and with fully 
new blood, to mix with. The most important of these were: 

 - Rashna du Chateau de Roches, female, born in 1944 in France                                                       
-  Chota, male, born in 1942 or 1943 with unknown origin.      

                            

Rashna du Chateau de Roches 
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 Chota  

These Afghans were important because they were of clear different blood. Other 
new Afghans, Eta used, belonged to bloodlines which were more or less close to 
her own line.                                                                            

Round these two outcross dogs linger romantic stories.                                                   
So went Rashna du Chateau de Roches, born March 2nd 1944, as a puppy to Eta 
during the last year of World War II through the intermediary of  the well-
known Belgian breeder, Mr. Appels with whom she had a friendly relationship. 
Rashna was bred by the French breeder Mr. Fayolle. Out of the litter came two 
puppies in hand of Mr. Appels. And Eta should have one of the pups. Because 
every border traffic was forbidden and impossible during the war, the pups were 
smuggled over the border at night in a rowing boat. Eta had 4 litters with  
Rashna. 

But the story of Chota was still much stranger. 

 

Chota, the mysterious stranger. 

This Afghan male can be considered as very particular. He is registered in 1946 
in the Dutch Pedigree Book and has been much talked about. About his origin 
many guesses have been made. 
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 Chota 

 So is he supposed to be a retrieved Barukhzy’s descendant, taken by a German 
officer from ‘somewhere’ during the war or he was imported by a British officer 
from ‘The East’. Eta herself tells the following story about this strange dog. 

quote: 

“On the 6th and 7th of October 1946 I was present at the first post-war dog show in 
Brussels where I spotted 5 Afghans and 2 Salukis, both subscribed under the Dutch 

judge Mr. Toepoel. Standing outside the ring, I saw an Afghan Hound that struck 
me by his beauty. He appeared to be registered as a Saluki, under the name of Romy, 

without any further information. Never in my life had I seen so many fleas on one 
dog! The white colour of his coat was stained black by the flea dirt but after a 

thorough bathing later that day, with the help of the well-known Barsoi breeder Mr. 
J. de Boer, he brightened up a few shades…!” 

unquote. 

And the judge-on-duty Mr. Toepoel wrote in his report about the dog the 
following: 

quote: 

 “Romy does not appear to be a Persian, but a neglected Afghan Hound. Romy is 
lying down like a dirt dog and I placed him 4th. He is a beautiful athlete and pure of 

nature. What a movement! Give him nobility and he will make it. And I am not the 
only one to see his real value. Ms. Pauptit, who had travelled all the way to buy the 

Persian Sarco, takes Romy instead. Imagine this, an experienced Afghan Hound and 
Saluki breeder gets home with an Afghan Hound, whereas she intended to buy a 

Saluki. If his blood is just as good as his appearance, this male will undoubtedly 
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improve even more the high standards of his breed. His owner speaks of a German 
officer who took him with him, and this is very applicable, as numerous regiments of 

fleas march all over him”. 

unquote. 

Eta named her new Afghan Chota and registered him in 1946 in the Dutch 
Pedigree Book with unknown origin, unknown breeder and unknown date 
of birth, The colour of his coat was described as blond, but also as ivory, 
due to the silver shining it got after some time of proper care. 

 Children Chota 

 

About the quality 

The high quality of Eta’s breeding that never had any reason for discussion, can 
be measured to the number of the national Dutch Championships she gained 
during all the years of her career. In those years the title of Dutch Champion was 
the most difficult one to gain. Much more difficult than the national titles of any 
other European country. Besides that, there is not any other reliable possibility 
to count foreign national tittles one has gained, because of the lack of sufficient 
information for the dogs in question. 

In her 33 years of breeding-time from 1938 till 1971, Eta gained with her 
Afghans, or their direct offspring, 34 times a Dutch Championship of the 
total number of 57 registered Dutch Champion Afghans which gained this 
title in that period. 

But also there is a quality-prove by gaining special daily titles on important dog 
shows which titles are valued highly and which can be awarded to the quality of 
the winning dogs. Several of Eta’s Afghan Hounds became World Champions in 
the years on various shows or gained prestigious titles as ‘Winner’ on the 
International yearly dog show in the Netherlands in Amsterdam, or as 
‘Bundessieger’ in Germany in Dortmund. 
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Eta has given, in her time, the name of the Dutch Afghan Hounds as well 
national as international, much reputation. Many of the top Afghans in her time 
in the Netherlands or in Europa were direct offspring of her breed. 

 

Eta’s most important Afghans 

Many of the ‘van de Oranje Manege’-Afghans have gained supreme successes 
in the show ring or on the racetrack. They showed nobility with attractive heads, 
perfect body’s, excellent movements and reliable characters. But some of them 
have got in their years so much attention that their names still linger around, so 
long time after they have gone and are not any more with us, and even so long 
years already after that the vdOM-kennel didn’t produce offspring anymore. 
And I may name only some of these very special Afghans here in a free 
sequence:                                                                                                          

Achmed Sjach, Badin, Xenos, Ghorian, Cerès, Ophaal,                            
Pampero, Ineke, Pepita, Josephine, Nereus, Victoria, Yoniata, 

Yasmin,Tarantella, Nabob, Juno, Koem, Kysyl,                                                                 
Katta, Karla, Dudel, Vicariem, Xingu.                                                                  

But there were others also! 

                                                                                                               

 Xenos (1949) 
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 Ghorian (1955) 

 Ineke (1954) 

 Pepita (1957) 

 Josephine (1954) 
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 Nereus (1946) 

 Nabob (1955) 

 Dudel (1960) 
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 Xingu (1965) 

 

Eta’s Afghans go abroad 

During the years, Eta had a significant influence on the development of various 
important kennels abroad. Breeders recognised the high beauty standard and the 
excellent racing performances of the Dutch vdOM Afghans. So there went a 
number of her Afghans to foreign kennels abroad. 

Eta used to sell top dogs from her kennel to other countries because she 
found them  to be necessary and important for the development of the 
Afghan breed over there.  

Some samples of these exports were as follows.                                                                             
Xenos went to Astrid Finné (Tanjores kennel) in Sweden,                           
Ophaal to Kay Finch (Crown Crest kennel) in America,                                        

Badin and Topper to Barbara Skilton (el Tazzi kennel) in Australia,                    
Juno to Anne van der Vlis (Caravanserai kennel) in Curacao,                       

Janine to Lila Wadsworth (House of Oranje kennel) in America,                    
Dola to Kerstin-Beselin Källquist (Scherkhan kennel) in Sweden,               

Yasmin to Erika Rödde (Katwiga kennel)                                                                    
and Camille to Jutta Mueller in America. 

And more vdOM blood was exported into other countries to other new owners.    

 

Opaal in the Crown Crest kennel 

One of the remarkable stories of an Afghan Hound of full vdOM-blood is the 
story of the male Ophaal who went to America in 1954. He was a litter choice 
of Eta, bred by Mrs. Lolcama-Schieck. 
He was born on the 6th of April 1950 and was only a few generations away from 
the famous and out of the kennels from the king of Afghanistan imported male 
Afghan Sirdar of Ghazni.                                                                                                   
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Eta visited with him many dog shows and made him Dutch, Belgium and 
German Champion as well as Bundessieger 1952 and 1953, a prestigious 
German title.  

 Ophaal 

On the 13th of Mai 1954 Eta put Ophaal, just aged 4 years, on the plane to 
America to Kay Finch of the ‘Crown Crest kennel”, who was in her time the 
without any doubt top breeder of Afghan Hounds in that country. Kay Finch had 
begged Eta for a male Afghan of the highest quality as an outcross for her 
kennel to breed with. And Ophaal came to Kay Finch and obtained in America a 
lot of fame. 

Nearly 30 years after in 1981, the influential American magazine ‘The 
Afghan Hound Review’, named him as the most important in America 
imported Afghan by the number of by him produced champions. In the 
Crown Crest kennel was he the father of 54 pups of which more than half of 
them became Champion and many of them became Racing-champions. 

In an early letter to Kay Finch, before she sent him away, Eta described him as:  

quote: 

” He is the type of Afghan you will like. He is big, he has a fine long head and good 
skull. Ring in the tail. Lovely nature, sweet, devoted and friendly with other dogs.    

He has that fine Eastern expression and springy gait which he gives to his offspring. 
Slant eyes and a glorious rich, silken coat with a clear topknot. He adores people. 

Too sad that our souls must part but I am sure that he will be happy with you……”  

unquote. 

And after his arrival Kay Finch wrote to Eta that she had been eager to wait for 
the incoming plane with Ophaal aboard and that she was nervous when he came 
to her after passing the customs. However Ophaal was calm but keep some 
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distance. And Kay Finch wrote that she had a nice young bride for Ophaal 
waiting to welcome him to prevent him for feeling homesick. Indeed both lovers 
had an immediate romance and already soon after, there came a promising litter 
of 12 nice pups. 

Kay Finch with Ophaal children 

And later, some weeks after Ophaal was away, Eta wrote to Kay Finch:   

   quote: 

“It was so sad to let him go and part from him. I felt he knew that we should part 
when I pushed him in his crate. He was nervous. He also had never travelled alone. 
It was very difficult for me in that moment to keep myself calm. When I went home 

in the dark I had tears in my eyes. Kisses for him”.   

unquote. 

And a month after his welcome in America there was already a great victory for 
Ophaal  on his first appearance on the Speciality show in Long Beach in June 
1954. There was a surprising number of spectators, handlers and breeders who 
gathered around the ring to look for the new male from the Netherlands. They 
were touched by his performance with his splendid glamour, high carried noble 
head, excellent waving silky coat and smooth, strong movements.                     
He became the overall winner on his first show. And after some more shows he 
was American Champion within the shortest period. 

 

Emotions of Eta 

Eta was always a very disciplined woman. She was strong in the control of her 
emotions. But there were in all those years we met each other, some moments 
were she didn’t withheld her emotions.  
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So was there the letter she wrote to my daughter after Eta had heard that she was 
appointed in 2004 as judge for the breed of the Afghan Hounds. Later, some 
time after Eta’s death, my daughter showed me this letter. It was personal and 
emotional and not for publication. However one sentence out of this letter is 
surely suitable for showing Eta’s close relation to her dogs without breaking her 
privacy. 

So she rode to my daughter:  

quote: 

“this is one of my last letters. I feel I must withheld to write more. I sit here with 
the bones of my beloved Achmed in my hands. I remember the day that he was born 
65 year ago. The bones are still beautiful, long and strong, straight and powerful to 
the ends to give muscles and nerves a good place to attach. Achmed, Nereus, 
Ophaal en further and further…. and what will there be more….?” 

unquote. 

 

 

 
 

This was Eta. Old and wise…!!! 
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It is remarkable that she still cherished so closely this bone of her believed and 
famous Achmed after so many years. It indicates how intensely she loved her 
beloved Afghans and especially Achmed who brought her so much in her first 
years of breeding. 

Many know Eta as a tough woman. And that she was, surely also for herself! 
She had an uncompromising view on life and didn’t tolerated mediocracy and 
even not a ‘nearly’ good. And even so, you didn’t need to listen to her plain 
critiques.   

 

Eta’s influence 

Eta have gained with her personality much influence in the Afghan Hound world 
among breeders and lovers as well in the Netherlands as also abroad. Her words 
brought valuable knowledge to others and everybody listened always with 
interest to her opinion and her plain judgements.  

She wrote clear publications which were considered as constructive and 
educational study material for the breed. She was the example for so many 
breeders who placed their first steps on the road of the Afghan Hound. 

It succeeded Eta to give the breed unity of appearance and she created a 
type of mountain Afghan which appears to be very uniform and easy to 
recognise as her one and only kennel type that dominated the world of the 
Afghan Hound for many years. Her influence has been unforgettable and 
not one breeder of the mountain bred Afghans have had in their years such 
an importance in the world. 

 

======================================================== 

And on that day, the 16th of January in 2008,  

Eta, on the age of 94 years, died and just, like the old soldiers, fade away. 

 

========================================================  

 

I thank you for your kind listening 
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Do you have a soul?...... Do you have a soul?                                                                                                                     You know, that very special spiritual feeling for personal emotions and mystic senses?

Because you need your soul to fully understand my story about the Afghan Hound kennel of the ‘van de Oranje Manege’ and breeder Eta Pauptit (11th of   December 1913 - 16th of January 2008). 



That story is unique and full of special moments, extraordinary events and unusual happenings. So be aware and enjoy an interesting lecture. 

And with a kindly gimmick to start with a smile….!!!! 



a newspaper gimmick

But first of all I would like to express my gratitude to the organising committee for inviting me here as a lecturer on this special event. It’s needless to say that I’m very honoured by this invitation. I also find it important to have the possibility to emphasize the history of the ‘van de Oranje Manege’ kennel and

Eta Pauptit with Barukhzy’s Khan

the value of the breeder Eta Pauptit for her special role in the history of the Afghan Hounds in the Netherlands.  One needs to conclude that the ‘van de Oranje Manege’ kennel initiated the advancement of the breed in the Netherlands and that the vdOM Afghan Hounds have been of great influence in the development of the breed, also in other countries and not only within Europe but also overseas. Eta Pauptit brought in her ‘van de Oranje Manege’-line more quality and uniformity in the breed than ever before was given in the Netherlands or abroad because she linked closely up on the famous Sirdar of Ghazni, who was imported in England out of Afghanistan in 1925.

The influence of Eta in the scene of the Afghan Hound made someone once to write a romantic poem about her. That poem goes as follows:

This story is like a fairy tale                                                                                           in which ‘once upon a time’                                                                                                           there lived in a country,                                                                                                 far away in the midst of Asia                                                                                       wild hairy dogs, high up in the mountains.

There, during wartime,                                                                                                        warriors captured some of these animals                                                                                          and took them home                                                                                                                            to the civilised western world.

They came in hands                                                                                                                       of a witch woman                                                                                                                                           who changed them in beautiful, splendid                                                                                       and reliable Afghan Hounds.

She made out of them                                                                                                     loving companions                                                                                                                  wanted all over the world.

This witch woman is Eta Pauptit                                                                                                         and my fairy tale is the story                                                                                                of her kennel ‘van de Oranje Manege’.



The start of the kennel ‘van de Oranje Manege’.

We are in the beginning of the 1900 years as a children’s life starts. Eta Pauptit is born in 1913 and a remarkable story is to begin. It shall be a sporting life.

That sporting live of Eta Pauptit made a start in the manege for horses owned by her parents and situated in the well-known and rather exclusive Dutch beach town of Scheveningen.

There, in the years before World War II, the elite of horse-owners brought their horses during their holidays near the Dutch beach to the manege for caring and grooming. Among them also the queen of Holland. The queen, with her family name of ‘van Oranje’ give also her name to the manege.

In 1940 the kennel name ‘van de Oranje Manege’ was officialy registered with the name of the owner as the ‘NV Oranje Manege’. Later, in 1948 and after Eta Pauptit had taken over the ownership of the manege, Eta Pauptit was registered as the new owner and breeder.

In her early years Eta, as a young woman, was a real horse-woman and fond of the hippic sport with jumping horses. 

 Jumping training Eta Pauptit

She even was in those years a  member of the Olympique hippic youth team and trained with her horse on the beaches of Scheveningen. There she met a fellow horse-rider who was accompanied by a slender and elegant sighthound, a Sloughi, and she wanted a puppy of that breed herself. However, at that time no Sloughi litters to get a puppy from, were available. At the end she came in contact with the breeder of  Saluki-sighthounds, Mrs. Jüngeling-v.d.Berg, and from her she got her first sighthound, the Saluki-male Barukhzy’s Shammar.

 

Eta Pauptit with the Saluki male Barukhzy’s Shammar (right)                           and the Afghan male Barukhzy’s Khan (left).

It must have been also in this years of training for the Olympic team that she got in contact with the commander of the Dutch Military Riding school for horses, the Colonel Van Reede.



 Eta and Colonel Van Reede. 

In later years he became the partner of Eta in her live. With her he lived during  World War II and some years after, in a little cottage in the village of Tiendeveen  near the town of Hoogeveen in the north of Holland.

 cottage in Tiendeveen

After the war and when she must misses her partner in live, she moved to a new more convenient bungalow in Epe, a village in the beautiful landscape scenery in the midst of the country, where she had also more space for her 10 or even more Afghans to roam around 

 

Group of vdOM-Afghans in the kennel in Epe

 Eta shows her Afghans



Eta’s first litter

Eta’s contact with Mrs. Jüngeling, who also bred Afghan Hounds, brought her to know the Afghan Hound and in 1931 she finally got her first Afghan Hound as a  birthday present from her father. 

That was the gold coloured Afghan Hound male Barukhzy’s Khan bred by Mrs. Jüngeling’s son Han Jüngeling.  

  Barukhzy’s Khan	

 Khan, born on October 5th 1930, was a pure bred mountain type Afghan out of the combination of the in the Netherlands by Mrs. Jüngeling from  England imported male Baber of Baberbagh and female Shahib of Wahsdarb. 

 Head of Barukhzy’s Khan

Baber and Shahib were bred in England and had each the same in 1923 out of Afghanistan imported father dog, the famous Sirdar of Ghazni.   

 Sirdar of Ghazni

And it was Khan who became Eta’s founder of her kennel for the pure mountain type Afghan and had his blood direct or indirect in her first litters.

Eta herself imported in 1937 from Ireland the black-and-tan coloured female Aruna of Enriallic  who was mainly of Ghazni blood and born on February 23rd 1937. Breeder was the well-known Mr. Cronin.

 Aruna of Enriallic

Eta’s started her breeding on Oktober 14th 1938 with a litter out of the combination Barukhzy’s Khan and Aruna of Enriallic which brought her 4 male pups and 7 female pups. She repeated this combination again in 1942 in her second litter.

Her last litter was in 1971 with the combination of Lakyan vdOM and Katta vdOM which brought her 3 male pups and 3 female pups.



The Breeding

During 33 years of breeding between 1938 and 1971 Eta had a total of  65 litters with a total of 413 pups.                                                                                     

Besides that, and something that is not so very well-known, Eta bred a number of 12 litters Saluki’s in the time period between 1948 and 1961 and a number of 26 litters Shih-Tzu’s in the time period between 1962 and 1970. This breeding of Saluki’s and Shih-Tzu’s however falls outside the scope of this story so will not be mentioned any further.

In the period of 33 years Afghan Hound breeding with a total of 65 litters, Eta bred 5 times the same combination of father and mother. And she used regularly a same male for a second time, as a father of a litter with another female.                                                                                                               

However there were 2 males she used more times as a father of a litter. So was there Achmed Sjach vdOM  which she used even 10 times in a period of 5 years during World War II between 1941 and 1946.

 Achmed Sjach van de Oranje Manege 

That she used Achmed Sjach so many times was in fact a must because there were no real quality males available to use for breeding during the time of the war and Achmed  proved again and again with continually other females that his offspring was the best. 

 Achmed Sjach

Achmed was born on October 14th 1938 out of the first litter of Eta with father Barukhzy’s Khan and mother Aruna of Enriallic. He was a descendent of the famous red coloured Sirdar of Ghazni, born in 1923 in the kennels of  king Amanullah of Afghanistan. He came as a gift from the king in hands of the English major Amps who was in that time a significant Ambassador at the British Embassy in Kabul. Sirdar appeared to be a very prepotent heir with excellent breeding quality and carried, as later showed, the so characteristic colours and colour-patterns of the Afghan breed. 

Eta bred in the beginning of her kennel sometimes with inbreeding combinations due to lack of sufficient reliable quality females but based her bloodlines later on a broader basis by using various females and a number of ‘strange’ Afghans as outcrosses. 

She choose the way of severe selection in her pups out of the combination of Afghans of different pedigree to create a consequent phenotype to made the genotype uniform.

Eta has piloted in significant way the mountain type Afghans safely through World War II and many years thereafter and knew to maintain for many decennia the breed on a high quality level. 

She have had an important influence on the development of the breed in many places of the world. Her quality of Afghans was recognised by many breeders and judges abroad. During the period 1940 - 1970 her Afghans went to many various countries all over the world and became the ancestors of new bloodlines in important kennels.

Many of the Afghans Eta produced, appeared to be the top of the Afghans in her time, gaining Dutch and other national Championships and a number of titles and winning also in performance on the sighthound racetracks in various countries. And many times the offspring of Eta’s Afghans, in hands of new owners, brought successful performances, as well in beauty as in racing. 

Eta brought with her vdOM-line more unity in type than ever before in the Netherlands or abroad was done. She improved the quality of the breed because she linked as much as possible to the original Sirdar of Ghazni who was a direct imported male from the kennels of the king of Afghanistan.

National as well as international, she was general accepted as highly expert for the Afghan Hound.

She frequented not only intensive dog shows national and international but participated very regularly in sighthound racing. Her Afghans excelled as well in beauty as in performance.



New blood

Already during her youth, living with her parents in their manege and in close contact with horse breeding, Eta learned the value of bringing new blood in a breeders line to keep livestock strong and healthy.                                     

So she did also in her own dog line. During the 33 years of her breeding time she used a few times a new Afghan from outside her own kennel and with fully new blood, to mix with. The most important of these were:

 - Rashna du Chateau de Roches, female, born in 1944 in France                                                       -  Chota, male, born in 1942 or 1943 with unknown origin.     

                           

Rashna du Chateau de Roches



 Chota 

These Afghans were important because they were of clear different blood. Other new Afghans, Eta used, belonged to bloodlines which were more or less close to her own line.                                                                           

Round these two outcross dogs linger romantic stories.                                                   So went Rashna du Chateau de Roches, born March 2nd 1944, as a puppy to Eta during the last year of World War II through the intermediary of  the well-known Belgian breeder, Mr. Appels with whom she had a friendly relationship. Rashna was bred by the French breeder Mr. Fayolle. Out of the litter came two puppies in hand of Mr. Appels. And Eta should have one of the pups. Because every border traffic was forbidden and impossible during the war, the pups were smuggled over the border at night in a rowing boat. Eta had 4 litters with  Rashna.

But the story of Chota was still much stranger.



Chota, the mysterious stranger.

This Afghan male can be considered as very particular. He is registered in 1946 in the Dutch Pedigree Book and has been much talked about. About his origin many guesses have been made.

 Chota

 So is he supposed to be a retrieved Barukhzy’s descendant, taken by a German officer from ‘somewhere’ during the war or he was imported by a British officer from ‘The East’. Eta herself tells the following story about this strange dog.

quote:

“On the 6th and 7th of October 1946 I was present at the first post-war dog show in Brussels where I spotted 5 Afghans and 2 Salukis, both subscribed under the Dutch judge Mr. Toepoel. Standing outside the ring, I saw an Afghan Hound that struck me by his beauty. He appeared to be registered as a Saluki, under the name of Romy, without any further information. Never in my life had I seen so many fleas on one dog! The white colour of his coat was stained black by the flea dirt but after a thorough bathing later that day, with the help of the well-known Barsoi breeder Mr. J. de Boer, he brightened up a few shades…!”

unquote.

And the judge-on-duty Mr. Toepoel wrote in his report about the dog the following:

quote:

 “Romy does not appear to be a Persian, but a neglected Afghan Hound. Romy is lying down like a dirt dog and I placed him 4th. He is a beautiful athlete and pure of nature. What a movement! Give him nobility and he will make it. And I am not the only one to see his real value. Ms. Pauptit, who had travelled all the way to buy the Persian Sarco, takes Romy instead. Imagine this, an experienced Afghan Hound and Saluki breeder gets home with an Afghan Hound, whereas she intended to buy a Saluki. If his blood is just as good as his appearance, this male will undoubtedly improve even more the high standards of his breed. His owner speaks of a German officer who took him with him, and this is very applicable, as numerous regiments of fleas march all over him”.

unquote.

Eta named her new Afghan Chota and registered him in 1946 in the Dutch Pedigree Book with unknown origin, unknown breeder and unknown date of birth, The colour of his coat was described as blond, but also as ivory, due to the silver shining it got after some time of proper care.

 Children Chota



About the quality

The high quality of Eta’s breeding that never had any reason for discussion, can be measured to the number of the national Dutch Championships she gained during all the years of her career. In those years the title of Dutch Champion was the most difficult one to gain. Much more difficult than the national titles of any other European country. Besides that, there is not any other reliable possibility to count foreign national tittles one has gained, because of the lack of sufficient information for the dogs in question.

In her 33 years of breeding-time from 1938 till 1971, Eta gained with her Afghans, or their direct offspring, 34 times a Dutch Championship of the total number of 57 registered Dutch Champion Afghans which gained this title in that period.

But also there is a quality-prove by gaining special daily titles on important dog shows which titles are valued highly and which can be awarded to the quality of the winning dogs. Several of Eta’s Afghan Hounds became World Champions in the years on various shows or gained prestigious titles as ‘Winner’ on the International yearly dog show in the Netherlands in Amsterdam, or as ‘Bundessieger’ in Germany in Dortmund.

Eta has given, in her time, the name of the Dutch Afghan Hounds as well national as international, much reputation. Many of the top Afghans in her time in the Netherlands or in Europa were direct offspring of her breed.



Eta’s most important Afghans

Many of the ‘van de Oranje Manege’-Afghans have gained supreme successes in the show ring or on the racetrack. They showed nobility with attractive heads, perfect body’s, excellent movements and reliable characters. But some of them have got in their years so much attention that their names still linger around, so long time after they have gone and are not any more with us, and even so long years already after that the vdOM-kennel didn’t produce offspring anymore. And I may name only some of these very special Afghans here in a free sequence:                                                                                                         

Achmed Sjach, Badin, Xenos, Ghorian, Cerès, Ophaal,                            Pampero, Ineke, Pepita, Josephine, Nereus, Victoria, Yoniata, Yasmin,Tarantella, Nabob, Juno, Koem, Kysyl,                                                                 Katta, Karla, Dudel, Vicariem, Xingu.                                                                  But there were others also!

                                                                                                              

 Xenos (1949)



 Ghorian (1955)

 Ineke (1954)

 Pepita (1957)

 Josephine (1954)

 Nereus (1946)

 Nabob (1955)

 Dudel (1960)

 Xingu (1965)



Eta’s Afghans go abroad

During the years, Eta had a significant influence on the development of various important kennels abroad. Breeders recognised the high beauty standard and the excellent racing performances of the Dutch vdOM Afghans. So there went a number of her Afghans to foreign kennels abroad.

Eta used to sell top dogs from her kennel to other countries because she found them  to be necessary and important for the development of the Afghan breed over there. 

Some samples of these exports were as follows.                                                                             Xenos went to Astrid Finné (Tanjores kennel) in Sweden,                           Ophaal to Kay Finch (Crown Crest kennel) in America,                                        Badin and Topper to Barbara Skilton (el Tazzi kennel) in Australia,                    Juno to Anne van der Vlis (Caravanserai kennel) in Curacao,                       Janine to Lila Wadsworth (House of Oranje kennel) in America,                    Dola to Kerstin-Beselin Källquist (Scherkhan kennel) in Sweden,               Yasmin to Erika Rödde (Katwiga kennel)                                                                    and Camille to Jutta Mueller in America.

And more vdOM blood was exported into other countries to other new owners.   



Opaal in the Crown Crest kennel

One of the remarkable stories of an Afghan Hound of full vdOM-blood is the story of the male Ophaal who went to America in 1954. He was a litter choice of Eta, bred by Mrs. Lolcama-Schieck.
He was born on the 6th of April 1950 and was only a few generations away from the famous and out of the kennels from the king of Afghanistan imported male Afghan Sirdar of Ghazni.                                                                                                  

Eta visited with him many dog shows and made him Dutch, Belgium and German Champion as well as Bundessieger 1952 and 1953, a prestigious German title. 

 Ophaal

On the 13th of Mai 1954 Eta put Ophaal, just aged 4 years, on the plane to America to Kay Finch of the ‘Crown Crest kennel”, who was in her time the without any doubt top breeder of Afghan Hounds in that country. Kay Finch had begged Eta for a male Afghan of the highest quality as an outcross for her kennel to breed with. And Ophaal came to Kay Finch and obtained in America a lot of fame.

Nearly 30 years after in 1981, the influential American magazine ‘The Afghan Hound Review’, named him as the most important in America imported Afghan by the number of by him produced champions. In the Crown Crest kennel was he the father of 54 pups of which more than half of them became Champion and many of them became Racing-champions.

In an early letter to Kay Finch, before she sent him away, Eta described him as: 

quote:

” He is the type of Afghan you will like. He is big, he has a fine long head and good skull. Ring in the tail. Lovely nature, sweet, devoted and friendly with other dogs.    He has that fine Eastern expression and springy gait which he gives to his offspring. Slant eyes and a glorious rich, silken coat with a clear topknot. He adores people. Too sad that our souls must part but I am sure that he will be happy with you……” 

unquote.

And after his arrival Kay Finch wrote to Eta that she had been eager to wait for the incoming plane with Ophaal aboard and that she was nervous when he came to her after passing the customs. However Ophaal was calm but keep some distance. And Kay Finch wrote that she had a nice young bride for Ophaal waiting to welcome him to prevent him for feeling homesick. Indeed both lovers had an immediate romance and already soon after, there came a promising litter of 12 nice pups.

Kay Finch with Ophaal children

And later, some weeks after Ophaal was away, Eta wrote to Kay Finch:  

   quote:

“It was so sad to let him go and part from him. I felt he knew that we should part when I pushed him in his crate. He was nervous. He also had never travelled alone. It was very difficult for me in that moment to keep myself calm. When I went home in the dark I had tears in my eyes. Kisses for him”.  

unquote.

And a month after his welcome in America there was already a great victory for Ophaal  on his first appearance on the Speciality show in Long Beach in June 1954. There was a surprising number of spectators, handlers and breeders who gathered around the ring to look for the new male from the Netherlands. They were touched by his performance with his splendid glamour, high carried noble head, excellent waving silky coat and smooth, strong movements.                     He became the overall winner on his first show. And after some more shows he was American Champion within the shortest period.



Emotions of Eta

Eta was always a very disciplined woman. She was strong in the control of her emotions. But there were in all those years we met each other, some moments were she didn’t withheld her emotions. 

So was there the letter she wrote to my daughter after Eta had heard that she was appointed in 2004 as judge for the breed of the Afghan Hounds. Later, some time after Eta’s death, my daughter showed me this letter. It was personal and emotional and not for publication. However one sentence out of this letter is surely suitable for showing Eta’s close relation to her dogs without breaking her privacy.

So she rode to my daughter: 

quote:

“this is one of my last letters. I feel I must withheld to write more. I sit here with the bones of my beloved Achmed in my hands. I remember the day that he was born 65 year ago. The bones are still beautiful, long and strong, straight and powerful to the ends to give muscles and nerves a good place to attach. Achmed, Nereus, Ophaal en further and further…. and what will there be more….?”

unquote.



	



This was Eta. Old and wise…!!!



It is remarkable that she still cherished so closely this bone of her believed and famous Achmed after so many years. It indicates how intensely she loved her beloved Afghans and especially Achmed who brought her so much in her first years of breeding.

Many know Eta as a tough woman. And that she was, surely also for herself! She had an uncompromising view on life and didn’t tolerated mediocracy and even not a ‘nearly’ good. And even so, you didn’t need to listen to her plain critiques.  



Eta’s influence

Eta have gained with her personality much influence in the Afghan Hound world among breeders and lovers as well in the Netherlands as also abroad. Her words brought valuable knowledge to others and everybody listened always with interest to her opinion and her plain judgements. 

She wrote clear publications which were considered as constructive and educational study material for the breed. She was the example for so many breeders who placed their first steps on the road of the Afghan Hound.

It succeeded Eta to give the breed unity of appearance and she created a type of mountain Afghan which appears to be very uniform and easy to recognise as her one and only kennel type that dominated the world of the Afghan Hound for many years. Her influence has been unforgettable and not one breeder of the mountain bred Afghans have had in their years such an importance in the world.



========================================================

And on that day, the 16th of January in 2008, 

Eta, on the age of 94 years, died and just, like the old soldiers, fade away.



======================================================== 



I thank you for your kind listening
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